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VIP Inspection Services Inc.

Marconi

PLEASE READ ALL OF THE FOLLOWING IT IS IMPORTANT.
1. The following statement is required by the North Carolina Home Inspector Licensing Board to be in this
summary. This summary page is not the entire report. The complete report may include additional information of
interest or concern to you. It is strongly recommended that you promptly read the complete report. For information
regarding the negotiability of any item in this report under the real estate purchase contract, contact your North
Carolina real estate agent or an attorney. Items required to be inspected but could not be will be listed, described or
stated in the body of the report and or the summary. The reason/s for not inspecting will be stated in the body of the
report and or the summary.
2. The summary page must describe any system or component of the home that does not function as intended,
allowing for normal wear and tear that does not prevent the system or component from functioning as intended.
The summary page must also describe any system or component that appears not to function as intended, based
upon documented tangible evidence, and that requires either subsequent examination or further investigation by a
specialist. The summary page may describe any system or component that poses a safety concern.
3. With any summary item you should get second opinions, further evaluations, cost to repair estimates or discuss
remaining life issues with at least two licensed contractors or other qualified persons before your inspection
contingency period ends. All costs associated with further inspection fees and repair or replacement of item,
component or unit should be considered before you purchase the property. VIP Home Inspection Services will list
trades, licensed contractors or other qualified persons to do repairs as we do not know you or the sellers abilities.
VIP Home Inspection Services is not responsible for the repairs or the person who does them. Discuss these issues
with your North Carolina Real Estate Agent or an Attorney. The wording in this report fully replaces and overrides
any and all conversations between you and VIP Home Inspection Services.
Some statements of the report may have wording such as limited visual inspection, some areas inaccessible or
otherwise written as not inspected or did not inspect. Usually this is due to belongings blocking access, other
access restrictions, utilities off, roof areas not visible from the ground or attic and crawl space areas not accessible
due to height or non floored areas. You should have these areas or items further investigated by a licensed general
contractor or other qualified person/contractor as applicable before your inspection contingency period expires.
Note these items are usually in the body but can be in the summary of the report as they do not necessarily
represent non-functioning items. It is certainly your responsibility to read the whole report.

TIPS FOR READING THE REPORT
4. Interior Locations References, unless a room or area has a specific normally recognized name, for example
Kitchen, then all rooms are referenced as if I am out front facing the front door whether or not the front door faces
the street. Here is an example the second floor front left corner bedroom would be found by imagining yourself
standing outside facing the front door then looking up and left. Interior object locations are referenced as if I am in
the room.
5. Exterior Location Reference method. I am standing out front facing the front door whether or not the front faces
the street, right and left exterior side walls are to my respective right and left from this position. I reference the back
of the house as if I am out back facing the back of the house, I do not reference the back as if I am out front looking
through the house.
6. When we feel it is needed the summary could contain a location digital photograph from far back and a close up
photograph of the respective issue. The location photo will help with identifying areas and locations. The photos do
not show well in black and white printers or fax machines. If third parties need copies of this summary I suggests
you email them a copy or use a full color printer. You can do this from the web where you logged in to view the
report. Remember this report is copyright material and personal property, sending it to other parties without the
express permission of Vip Home Inspection Services and the person who paid for it is against applicable laws.
Please do not give away ours or our client's property.
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Exterior
Summary Items
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
1. NOTE: Exterior locations can be difficult to describe. This is VIP's method. Exterior locations are described
from out front facing the front door of the house (whether or not the door faces the road), except the back
of the house is described as if facing it from the back yard. Object (window, door, faucet etc...) references
are as if directly facing the object. This is for your information.

Doors & Windows (Representative number only)
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
2. The following doors listed below have operating issues or have moisture damage (if exterior types). Doors
that pinch but can still be operated with moderate strength (in the inspector's opinion) will not be reported on. A
licensed general contractor or other qualified contractor/person with door repair experience should repair or replace.
1. Back patio, both screen doors are hard to operate. They pinch and rub the patio floor.

1

1

3. GENERAL WINDOW ISSUES. The following windows have issues. All should be corrected so they function as
intended. A licensed general contractor or other qualified contractor/person should repair or replace.
1. Numerous windows around the house. When viewed from inside I noted the sill plates are crushed a bit in the
corners. This was confirmed when I inspected outside. Evidence suggests that house/windows/brick has settled
over time and the windows were to tightly installed originally. The plastic sill plates are being damaged by this issue.
More damage or leaks are likely without correction. The issue is obvious to see. I would recommend a qualified
vinyl window contractor advise you on this issue.
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Exterior

crushed

crushed and split
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Exterior

crushed and split

crushed and split
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Exterior

crushed and split

crushed and split
4. Outside facing the front of the house. 1st floor. Window right of the front door. The upper medallions are not sealed
in the joints. Compare to others on the house. The joints can collect water and cause hidden damage in the wall
cavity. This issue has been going on for some time as this looks to have never been caulked from the original
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Exterior
construction. The repair person should be alert for and correct any contiguous moisture hidden damaged during the
course of their repairs. All the medallions should be checked. Most of the others I noted have been caulked/sealed.

no sealants ever

Receptacles, Light Fixtures & Switches (Representative number)
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Exterior
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
5. The following exterior lights fixtures did not work or have other issues A qualified person should replace or
install bulbs first, if the problem still exists, then a licensed electrical contractor should repair or replace as needed.
Switches are not always in obvious places. We do not test lights on photo, motion or time sensors.
1. Front door ceiling area light.

1
6. The exterior has the following electric issues. These are safety or property hazards. All should be corrected so
they are safe for use and function as intended. A licensed electrical contractor, other qualified person with electrical
repair experience or more specific person listed below should repair or replace.
1. Outside facing the right side (reference front door). The outlet has a missing/damaged/loose weather proof cover.
Water penetration can cause corrosion, shorts or an electrocution hazard.
2. Outside facing the back of the house. The outlets cover is sunlight damaged and just crumples when operated.
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1

2

Gutters and Downspouts roof drainage systems
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Exterior
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
7. Gutters and or downspouts have issues at the following areas. If not corrected water damage to the foundation
or crawl space/slab (as applicable) or wood rot to building components could occur. A licensed general contractor or
other qualified contractor/person should repair or replace as necessary.
1. The gutters or gutter guards have debris in places and should be inspected and cleaned. The debris in gutters
can also conceal rust, deterioration or leaks that are not visible until cleaned, and I am unable to determine if such
conditions exist. A qualified contractor should clean the gutters, check areas behind the gutters for any damage
then check the downspouts for clogs. Repair or replace any damage and clear any clogs as necessary.
2. Even though they were most likely installed to meet all building codes, one or more of the downspouts discharge
to close to the building. Any of the downspouts that do not drain onto hard surfaces (driveways etc), into
underground drains or into working drainage swales should have drain line extensions installed to direct the water
at least six to ten feet away from the house or as far as practical. Splash blocks do not provide enough protection.
Downspout leaders or extensions help to control erosion and help prevent soft soils from causing cracks in the
foundation. Correcting this issue can go a long way to protecting your investment/foundation.
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1

2

Roof Coverings, Penetrations, Flashings, Skylights, Chimneys, Vents
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Exterior
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
8. The roof coverings, penetrations, flashings or other components have the following issues. If not corrected leaks
could develop at any time. A qualified roofing contractor or other qualified contractor with roof repair experience
should check the roof for these and any other issues and repair or replace as needed.
1. Outside facing the left side (reference front door). The dormer. The edge shingles are deteriorated and not
covering or lapping the edge any longer. This is causing water stress to the wood fascias and soffits. If not
corrected leaks could develop at any time.
2. Right side dormer and other places. The ridge and peak shingles. Some are split from being folded over. This is
normal but should be sealed. Check all the roof's peak, valley and peak to field shingles.
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1

1
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Exterior

2 Example there are others.

2 Example there are others.
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Exterior

2 Example there are others.

Driveways, Patios, Walkways and Retaining Walls (only if protecting the building)
and Trip Hazards
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
9. The following exterior areas, walk ways, sidewalks, driveways, yards (only where we walk to inspect the house
we do not walk the entire yard/property) or other areas have one or more trip hazards. All should be corrected for
safety reasons by a licensed general contractor, qualified landscaper or qualified concrete flat work contractor as
applicable.
1. Outside facing the right side (reference front door). Evidence suggests water is pooling on the walk way during
rains. This is a winter time freeze trip/fall hazard. It was not raining when I got outside.
2. The back exterior patio. Evidence suggests water is pooling on the walk way during rains. This is a winter time
freeze trip/fall hazard. It was not raining when I got outside.
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1

2
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Vegetation, Grading and Drainage only with respect to their effect on the
condition of the building
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
10. At one or more places a tree or trees are growing onto/over the roof/house. Most professionals recommend
branches have a 10 foot clearance to prevent vermin from nesting on the roof/attic/house and branch/limb
damage. A qualified person or contractor should trim back or remove the tree/s as needed.
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11. Vegetation is crowding, close or growing onto the house at one or more areas. Vegetation holds moisture and
allows easy access for insects and places for vermin and reptiles to hide. A qualified person should cut back or
remove vegetation anywhere it grows onto or crowds the house and inspect the areas that were blocked. I did not
inspect the areas that were blocked. I do not go into bushes and vegetation due to wild life and insects.
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Attics
Summary Items
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
12. NOTE: Attic locations can be difficult to describe. This is VIP's method. Attic locations are described from
out front facing the front door of the house whether or not the door faces the road. Objects (window, door,
faucet etc...) are referenced as if directly facing the object. This is for your information.
13. Walk in attic off theater room. The bath exhaust duct is torn and damaged and venting inside, this can cause
excess moisture in the attic which if ignored over time can lead to expensive moisture related issues. A licensed
general contractor or other qualified contractor/person should repair or replace.
14. Attic. The bath exhaust duct is torn and damaged and venting inside, this can cause excess moisture in the attic
which if ignored over time can lead to expensive moisture related issues. A licensed general contractor or other
qualified contractor/person should repair or replace.
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15. In the walk in section of the attic. There is a vent fan that is pulling air from the theater room bar area I think. The
area was difficult to get to. You can see the debris marks on the insulation. I see no issue with the dust mark/fan.
Was this a smoking removal fan? I do not know what is was used for. Maybe to keep the electronic equipment
cool? However I think you should inquire of the owner what the fan is or was used for. I did not find a switch and
did not operate the fan. This is for your information.
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Interiors, Kitchens, Laundry, Baths.
Summary Items
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
16. NOTE: Interior locations can be difficult to describe. This is VIP's method. Unless an interior location has a
specific name area locations descriptions are from out front facing the front door of the house whether or
not the door faces the road. Object (window, door, faucet etc...) descriptions are facing the object in
question. This is for your information.
A SPECIAL NOTE AND MEMORY JOGGER: Please Verify that reports are received. If you ordered a termite
inspection, radon test, septic inspection or water testing with our company you should receive a report for
each test or inspection ordered. We make every effort to make sure that you get all the reports that you
paid for. Some tests or inspections involve outside labs or firms. All reports are each uploaded to our site
under the inspected address and you will receive an email when each is ready for viewing. The internet
and email are not always a perfect delivery system for time sensitive material. If you do not see any report,
termite or otherwise from us within 6 business days call our office at 919-468-3114. Thank you in advance
for you help. We cannot be responsible if you close on a property move in and later discover that one of
your reports was missing or had information in it that might affect your real estate purchase decision.
Note. The windows throughout the house have normal amounts of dirt and films on them that one would expect in
any home without just washed windows. While we have only your best interest in mind films and dirt on the inside
and out make identifying windows with broken seals very hard. We specifically disclaim any broken gas seals you
or contractors may find after the inspection.

Plumbing, Fixtures, Functional Drainage/Flow, Supply Lines
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
17. The following interior kitchen, bath or laundry plumbing fixtures or drains had issues. All listed should be
corrected so they function as intended, do not leak and any surrounding damage to building materials should be
corrected. A licensed plumbing contractor or other qualified contractor with plumbing repair experience should
repair/replace or further investigate as applicable. Water stains should be considered active until proven otherwise
through disclosure or further investigations. With past or present water stains there is always the possibility of
hidden contiguous moisture damage that was not visible during the inspection. Repair persons should check for
and correct any hidden moisture damage they find during repairs or further investigations.
1. Kitchen faucet. The faucet handle occasionally leaks profusely through the top/valve stem/body when the water
is turned on and the handle is moved about, this suggests the faucet is damaged inside. The water dribbles off the
far left end of the sink counter. The client experienced this himself. Also the lower body of the valve is cracked
through.
2. 1st floor. Master bath. Shower. The caulk in the joints, walls, floors, doors, fixtures as applicable is deteriorated.
missing, cracked or mildew is pushing the caulk off. If not corrected water could leak past and create hidden
moisture damage. Check all joints and fixtures.
3. 2nd floor. Left corner bath. The sink faucet has no hot water flow. The sink drain is leaking underneath. This
could damage the cabinet bottom and the surrounding areas.
4. 2nd floor. Left corner and center baths. Tubs. The metal tub has a chip or chips in the outer finish coating. If not
corrected the metal underneath could rust causing leaks and more expensive damage. A surface repair specialist
should repair or replace as needed to prevent further deterioration of the tub.
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Interiors, Kitchens, Laundry, Baths.
5. 2nd floor. Left corner bath. Right sink. The hot and cold positions are reversed, if not corrected an accidental
scalding could occur. Hot should be a movement to the left or turn to the left, not the right.
6. 2nd floor. Center bath. The tub needs grout/caulk repair in the joints inside, outside and at fixtures as applicable.
Voids or worn, damaged, mildew lifted grout/caulk can lead to hidden moisture damage. Check all the grout/caulk
joints.
7. 3rd floor. Bath. The toilet fill valve in the toilet tank is leaking out the top and into the inside of the tank when the
toilet is flushed. The water can leak past the tank lid causing damage.
8. 3rd floor. Bath. Sink. The drain is slow or drains slower then the faucet fills it. An accidental overflow could
occur.

1

2

3

3
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4

4

5

6

7

8

Receptacles, Lighting, Switches (Representative number), operation of accessible
GFCI,s and polarity/grounding of all outlets within six feet of plumbing fixtures
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
18. The following interior areas have receptacles, switches and or wiring issues. These are considered electrical
safety hazards. All should be corrected so they are safe and function as intended. A licensed electrical contractor,
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other qualified person with electrical repair experience or more specific person listed below should repair or
replace.
1. Kitchen. Under cabinet light right of the sink, the switch will not activate the light unless the switch left of the wall
ovens is on first. This could be mis-wired, usually one switch does not power another. Possible electric safety
issue.
2. Garage. There are one or more electric boxes, wall outlets or switches with loose, missing or damaged cover
plates. Check all outlets, repair/replace or add plates as needed.
3. 3rd floor. Theater bar. At least one of the outlets has the hot/neutral wires reversed. This is a hazard. The repair
person should check all the other receptacles on this circuit for unsafe conditions and correct as needed.

1

2

3
19. The following areas had light fixtures that did not work. A qualified person should replace or install bulbs first,
if the problem still exists, then a licensed electrical contractor should repair or replace as needed. Switches are not
always in obvious places.
1. Garage opener. 2. 2nd floor left corner bath ceiling.
20. The following ceiling fans had issues. These issues cause the fans to malfunction or are safety hazards. All
should be corrected by a licensed electrical contractor or other qualified contractor/person with ceiling fan
installation experience.
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1. 2nd floor. Front left bedroom. The pull chain for the light fixture on the ceiling fan is missing.
2. 2nd floor. Back bedroom. One or more of the fan's pull chains were stuck, missing, damaged or would not
activate the fan/light as applicable. I do not pull hard due to the possibility of snapping the chain. The fan did not
spin.
3. 3rd floor. Room. One or more of the fan's pull chains were stuck, missing, damage or would not activate the fan/
light as applicable. I do not pull hard due to the possibility of snapping the chain.

Doors (Representative number)
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
21. The following doors listed below have operating issues. Doors that pinch but can still be operated with
moderate strength (in the inspector's opinion) will not be reported on. A licensed general contractor or other
qualified contractor/person with door repair experience should repair or replace.
1. Garage exterior occupant door. The dead bolt is difficult to lock if the door is closed firmly, you have to unlatch
the handle bolt first.
2. 1st floor. Master bedroom. The door does not latch when closed.
3. Front door coat closet. The door does not latch when closed.
4. 2nd floor. Attic stairwell. The door does not latch when closed.
5. 2nd floor. Left corner bath. The door does not latch when closed.
6. 2nd floor. Center bath toilet closet. The door rubs or pinches excessively when closed/opened/operated.
7. 3rd floor. Hall closet. The door does not latch when closed.
8. 3rd floor. Theater bar. The door rubs or pinches excessively when closed/opened/operated.

Windows (Representative number)
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
22. GENERAL WINDOW ISSUES. The following windows have issues. All should be corrected so they function as
intended. A licensed general contractor or other qualified contractor/person should repair or replace.
1. Breakfast Nook. Most forward side window and 1st floor master bedroom front left window. The sill plate has
been damaged by the alarm button installation. Water penetration and hidden moisture damage could result.
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master bedroom window
23. BROKEN INTERNAL SEALS. I noted one or more windows or other double pane glass that visual evidence
suggests may have broken gas seals and should be checked by a qualified window contractor. Broken gas
seals cause cloudy windows or water droplets between the glass panes. This results in loss of intended thermal
efficiency. A qualified window repair or installation contractor should check the windows listed below as well as the
rest of the double pane glass in the house. The windows were dirty or had films on them which makes diagnosis
difficult.
Here are the affected rooms, areas or glass I noted, there could be others.
1. Breakfast Nook. Rear upper windows. Clean first.
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1

Ceilings, Walls, Closets, Floors, Steps, Stairways, Balconies, Railings
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
24. Interior stains. The following interior areas/rooms have water stains on floors, walls or ceilings as applicable.
Stains can represent past corrected issues or small active leaks that are just dry at the time of the inspection.
Since we are not familiar with the house and our visit is for a short time, it is prudent that all stains be considered
active leaks until proven otherwise to your satisfaction. Often owners or occupants have more intimate knowledge
and can disclose further information, it is a good idea to ask for copies of work orders if they exist. Leaks can
often hide contiguous hidden moisture damage bigger then the visible area. If documented evidence of
repairs or satisfactory disclosure is not available then a licensed general contactor, plumbing contractor
or roofing contractor as applicable should further investigate, check for hidden contiguous moisture
damage and after their evaluation make repairs or replacements as necessary.
1. 2nd floor. Theater. The back speaker. There is a little bit of fungal growths on the wall above the speaker and
water stains below the speaker. I could not tell where the stains came from. The area was hard and dry today. The
owner may have more information. If not further investigation by a specialist is warranted.
2. The theater room. A lot of the ceilings and corner joints have been touched up or gone over with fresh paint or
slightly different color paint. I did not see stains today. Recommend asking the owner the reason. This may be an
old resolved issue.
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2 Example there are others.

Smoke/CO Detectors (Report presence/absence and operate test function)
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
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25. The following smoke detectors have issues. Smoke detector issues are considered safety hazards. A licensed
electrical contractor or other qualified contractor/person should repair or replace as needed.
1. Breakfast Nook. The smoke/CO detector as applicable does not sound the alarm or the volume is low when the
test button is pressed. This is a hazard.
2. 2nd floor. Several detectors are missing the batteries or the battery door. This is a hazard. Install batteries/
covers and test.
3. One or more of the smoke detectors are chirping, beeping or have blinking red lights. This suggests an issue
with one or more of the detectors and they may not sound the alarm correctly when needed as intended. This is a
fire safety hazard. All should be checked individually after repairs.
4. 3rd floor. Room above the door. The smoke detector is missing at the ceiling only the back plate is there. This is
a safety hazard.

1

2 Example there are others.

4

Venting Systems (Kitchen - Baths - Laundry ) We do not inspect vent systems
that are integrated into an appliances e.g., fans in microwave ovens or dryers
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
26. The following ventilation or exhaust fans did not function as intended. Humidity, moisture damage or odors could
occur A licensed general contractor or other qualified contractor should repair or replace.
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1. 1st floor. Laundry room. Ceiling ventilation fan.
2. 3rd floor. Bath. Ceiling combo light and vent fan did not work.

2

Counters & a Representative Number of Cabinets (One Per Room)
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
27. The following cabinets have issues. They could cause injury or property damage if not corrected. All should be
repaired or replaced by a licensed general contractor or other qualified contractor.
1. Kitchen. Drawer below the microwave is damaged. It falls from the track when opened.
2. Kitchen. One or more of the cabinet doors do not latch or stay shut when closed.
3. 2nd floor. Left corner bath. One of each of the bottom sink drawers is very hard to open.
4. 3rd floor. Bath vanity. The countertop is not securely attached to the cabinet and or the wall.
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1

2 Example there are others.

3

3

4

BUILT IN KITCHEN APPLIANCES. Dishwasher, Stoves, Ovens, Cooktops,
Microwaves, Sink disposers, Trash compactors, non-integral Exhaust Fans. If not
in the summary they were successfully operated through a basic function
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
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28. The dishwasher is not secure to the cabinet/countertop as applicable. Damage or leaks could result with continued
use. A licensed plumbing contractor or other qualified appliance contractor should repair or replace.

Central HVAC systems and Fireplaces
Summary Items
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
29. Central heating and cooling systems were operated, temperature differences were recorded in the main body of
this report and the systems were run until at least a 3-5 degree change was noted on the controlling system's
thermostat. Emergency heat positions of thermostats if available were tested. Covers and access panels were not
removed. The heating and cooling systems should be tested, inspected and serviced regularly by a licensed
mechanical contractor. If documentation is not available (unless new construction) that this has been done
within the last six months, then we recommend that a licensed mechanical contractor test, inspect and
service the heating and cooling systems. Heat exchangers (if present) or other components inside the cabinets
were not observed. A mechanical contractor's inspection is much more comprehensive then ours and may find
issues not reported on today. We also recommend you purchase a home warranty that covers the heating and
cooling equipment on the inside and outside of the building. We do not do carbon monoxide testing on equipment,
but will test detectors if available. This is for your information.
Limitations of outside temperature on HVAC operations: Outside air temperature at the time of the inspection
affects the tests we can conduct on the HVAC systems. The following limitations apply. When outside
temperatures are below 65 degrees within the last 24 hours the Central AC systems will not be operated, because
damage could occur. They will be visually inspected only. Further when outside air temperatures are above 80
degrees heat pump type central systems will not be operated in any heating mode either normal or emergency has
damage could occur. Gas furnaces will be operated at all times of the year unless in the inspector's judgement/
opinion it is unsafe or might cause damage. TODAY THE 3RD FLOOR HEAT PUMP WAS NOT OPERATED IN
ANY HEAT MODE. HVAC central heat pump system/s were not operated in any heating mode due to high outside
air temperature. Any installed central heat pump/s were attempted to be operated in cooling modes only today.
1ST AND 2ND FLOORS: BOTH THE HEATING AND COOLING MODES WERE ATTEMPTED TO BE
OPERATED: HVAC systems were attempted to be operated in both heat and cool modes..
30. The fan in the fireplace did not work. I let the fireplace warm up before testing. A gas log installation contractor or
the gas company should further investigate and repair or replace.
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31. 3rd floor. Vip Inspection services did not operate the heat mode or emergency heat of any of the installed heat
pump/s because the outside temperature was above 80 degrees and damage could result. The heating and
cooling systems should be tested, inspected and serviced annually by a licensed mechanical contractor. If it is not
documented that this has been done in the last six months, then a licensed mechanical contractor should test,
inspect and service the heating and cooling systems. This is for your information.
32. 3rd floor. The air filters at one or more of the air return registers are in need of replacement now. Dirty air filters
force the heating and cooling systems to run longer, increasing your utility bills. A qualified person should replace
any dirty filters now.

33. 1st floor and 2nd floor AC systems. Neither system seems to cool well or lower the temperature of the served
areas in a timely fashion. I got good temperature differentials out of the 2nd floor system but not the 1st floor
system. The issue seems to be one of low air flow or not enough volume of cold air. Today was not very hot
(stayed below 90) and it was overcast and cloudy most of the day. In most other houses the systems will cool
rather quickly on this type of weather day. The systems should be checked by a specialist to make sure they are
working as intended or corrected as needed. The client experienced this lack of cooling as well. A licensed
mechanical contractor should further investigate and make any needed repairs or replacements.
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34. Outside facing the right side (reference front door). Most professionals would consider the most rearward heating
and cooling system to be near or past its useful life span. I am not required to and cannot predict the remaining life
of the unit. Most professional agree that with proper maintenance 7-12 year of service on average can be
expected. Recommend a licensed mechanical contractor further investigate before the end of your diligence period
and advise you accordingly so all remaining possible life and replacement costs are understood. Evidence
suggests this unit was built in 2004
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2004
35. 2nd floor. The return register is missing a filter. Running the heating and cooling system without a filter can lead to
clogging and future expensive repairs. Because I do not know how long the system has been run this way a
licensed mechanical contractor should clean, service, inspect the HVAC system/s and install a filter. Also the
return register is bent and is very hard to latch.
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Electric, Plumbing & Gas (main components)
Summary Items
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
36. The garage sub electric panels have the following issues. All electrical issues are considered fire, shock or
other hazards until corrected. A licensed electrical contractor should investigate and repair or replace.
1. Both panels. At least one or more of the circuits are not labelled, mis-labelled or are hard to read.
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1
37. Safety Issue: NC licensing board abridged recommended language. The gas piping in this house includes
corrugated stainless steel tubing (CSST) which is an approved material in NC and still used today. But the building
practices have changed since this house was built. There is no electrical bonding connection between the gas
piping system and the electrical system, other than connections at the gas appliances that utilize the grounding
conductors for the appliances. The lack of strong electrical bonding may increase the potential for lightning strikes
to cause arcing at the CSST gas piping that may result in perforation of the piping, gas leaks, and fires. For safety,
it is recommended that this installation be further investigated by a licensed electrical contractor.

Crawl Space Areas
Summary Items
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
38. NOTE: Crawl space locations can be difficult to describe. This is VIP's method. Crawl space locations are
described as if one were out front facing the front door of the house (whether or not the door faces the
road. This is for your information.
39. The wood structural components have excess levels of moisture content as measured with a hand held moisture
meter. The meter detected moisture readings in the wood structural components in excess of 18 percent. Most
professionals agree that moisture content in wood components of the crawl space at or above 18 percent are
conducive to fungal growths and moisture damage. If not corrected more expensive repairs and unhealthy
conditions could occur. A licensed general contractor or other qualified contractor/person should further investigate
the cause of the excess moisture levels and correct as needed to bring the moisture in the crawl space and wood
frame members to normal levels.
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19-22 percent
40. In the Crawl Space. There are several areas where animals have nested and pulled down the floor insulation. No
animals were seen today. The debris should be cleaned the insulation repaired or replaced and any wall gaps/
holes or other penetrations into the crawl space sealed or corrected to prevent vermin access. A licensed general
contractor or other qualified contractor/person should repair or replace.
In the crawl space. One or more of the joists cavities are missing insulation, this raises utilities bills. A licensed
general contractor or other qualified insulation contractor should repair or replace.
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41. Crawl space. There are fungal growth on the wood framing. Fungal growths can be a health hazard and cause
wood rot. Evidence suggests the cause is excess moisture. A licensed general contractor, fungal remediation
contractor or other qualified contractor should further investigate and correct as needed. The repair contractor
should remediate the growths and identify and correct the cause of the excess moisture to prevent reoccurrence.
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42. Facing front from outside(reference the front door). Then in the back area of the crawl space. Plant vines are
penetrating and damaging the vents/louvers/screens. A licensed general contractor or other qualified contractor
should repair or replace. This goes along with getting the bushes/trees/plants off the building.

43. One or more of the foundation vent are full of debris or otherwise block from good air flow.This can allow surface
water into the crawl space. Excess moisture in the crawl space can lead to fungal growth, wood rot and other
moisture related problems. A licensed general contractor or qualified person/contractor should repair or replace as
needed, checking all the vents.
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vent full of leaves
44. Facing front from outside(reference the front door). Then in the crawl space front left quadrant. The bath exhaust
duct is torn and damaged and venting inside, this can cause excess moisture in the attic which if ignored over time
can lead to expensive moisture related issues. A licensed general contractor or other qualified contractor/person
should repair or replace.

45. Crawl Space Door. The door is hard to latch and or close. A licensed general contractor or other qualified
contractor/person should repair or replace.

Crawl Space Receptacles, Lighting, Switches, operation of accessible GFCI
outlets and polarity/grounding of outlets within six feet of plumbing fixtures
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Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
46. The crawl space. One or more lights did not work. A qualified person should replace or install bulbs first, if the
problem still exists, then a licensed electrical contractor should repair or replace as needed. I do not spend a lot of
time looking for switches.

Structural
Summary Items
Repair, Replace or Further Investigate
47. NOTE: Interior locations can be difficult to describe. This is VIP's method. Unless an interior location has a
specific name area locations descriptions are from out front facing the front door of the house whether or
not the door faces the road. Object (window, door, faucet etc...) descriptions are facing the object in
question. This is for your information.

"This summary page is not the entire report. The complete report may include additional information of interest or
concern to you. It is strongly recommended that you promptly read the complete report. For information regarding
the negotiability of any item in this report under the real estate purchase contract, contact your North Carolina real
estate agent or an attorney."
THIS IS THE END OF THE GENERAL SUMMARY

Prepared Using HomeGauge http://www.HomeGauge.com : Licensed To Ken Rentz NC License #1783
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